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Abstract
Using a neural network (ANN) for the brain, we want a vehicle to drive by itself avoiding
obstacles. We accomplish this by choosing the appropriate inputs/outputs and by carefully training the
ANN. We feed the network with distances of the closest obstacles around the vehicle to imitate what a
human driver would see. The output is the acceleration and steering of the vehicle. We also need to train
the network with a set of strategic input-output. The result is impressive, for a couple of neurons! The
unmanned vehicle (UV) drives around avoiding obstacles, but some improvement or modification can be
done to make this software work for a specific purpose.
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1. Introduction
The idea is to have a vehicle that drives by itself and avoids obstacles in a virtual world.
Every instant, the vehicle decides by itself how to modify its speed and direction according to its
environment. In order to make it more real, the AI should only see what a person would see if it
was driving, so the UV decision is only based on obstacles that are in front of the vehicle. By
having a realistic input, the AI could possibly be used in a real vehicle and work just as well.
Gaming is the first use I think of when I hear "controlling a vehicle". Many driving games
could use this technique to control vehicles, but there are a number of other applications that
could be found for software that controls a vehicle in a virtual world, or in the real world, some of
the techniques proposed include fuzzy control [1]-[3], adaptive control [4]-[6], neural networks
[7], genetic algorithms [8], Lyapunov theory [9] and neuro-fuzzy control [10].
So how do we do this? There are many AI techniques out there, but since we need a
"brain" to control the vehicle, neural networks would do the job. Neural networks are based on
how our brain works; they seem to be the right choice. We will need to define what the input and
output should be for this neural network.

2. Neural Networks
The Neural Network Artificial Intelligence comes from how brains work. This principle is
applied to neural networks on a smaller scale. Today's computers don't have the power of
computing that 20 billion neurons do, but even with a few neurons, we are able to have
intelligent response from a neural network.
Neurons are organized in layers as Figure 1 shows. The input layer will have entries,
and depending on the strength of connection to each neuron in the next layer, the input signal is
sent to the next layer. The strength of the connection is called a weight. The value of each
neuron in each layer will depend on the weight of the connection and the values of the neurons
of the previous layer.
A driver could be compared to a "function". There are different inputs: what the driver
sees. This data is processed by the brain as a function and the response of the driver is the
output of the function.
A function f(x)=y transforms a value x (one dimension) into y (one dimension).
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We use a back propagation neural network for the "brain" of the driver because such a
neural network is capable of approximating any function with a domain and a range that each
has multiple dimensions: f(x1, x2,..., xn)=y1, y2,..., ym.
That is exactly what we need here since we need multiple inputs and multiple outputs.
When a neural network has just a couple of neurons, we can compute what the weight should
be to get the desired response. But as we increase the number of neurons we use, we also
increase the complexity of computing what the weight should be. A back propagation network
lets us train the neural network which sets the weights for us. We just need to provide the
desired outputs with the corresponding inputs.
After being trained, the neural network will respond close to the desired output when a
known input is given and will "guess" a response for any input that doesn't exactly match the
trained input-output.
The neural network used in this case has 3 layers (Figure 1). The input layer has 4
neurons, and the output layer has 3. I'll explain why later. The layer in between have 5 neurons
each. When choosing the number of neurons, keep in mind that each layer and each neuron
you add to the system will add computation time to calculate the weights.

2.1. The Input
What information is important in controlling a vehicle when we are driving? Firstly, we
need the position of road and position of obstacles relative to us and velocity? If there are
buildings on both side of the road, but none if front, we will accelerate. But if a car is stopped in
front of us, we will break. Secondly, we need the distance from our position to the object. If an
object is far away we will continue driving until it is close, in which case, we will slowdown or
stop.
That is exactly the information that we use for our neural network. To keep it simple we
have four positions x,y, obstacles and we need the velocity of the vehicle. To be able to do this,
we need the position (x,y) of every object, the position (x,y) of the road the position (x,y) of the
vehicle and we also need the position (x,y) of obstacles.
Because the neural network is a using a sigmoid function which is defined by:
1
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The input needs to be between 0.0 and 1.0.

2.2. The Output
The output needs to control the vehicle's speed and direction. That would be the
acceleration, the brake and the steering wheel. So we need 3 outputs; one will be the
acceleration/brake since the brake is just a negative acceleration, and the others will be the
position.
The output from the neural network is also between 0.0 and 1.0 as the input. As it is
illustrated in Figure 1, we give result in an entry (the initial positions of the reference route (X,Y),
the velocity V, back to donkey D, F traffic light, vehicle O which shows the state of overshoot)
and three outputs (new positions (X,Y), and the velocity V).
According to the calculations of the network (back propagation algorithm) the control
action is applied to the input of the process that lets you know the state of the system to
calculate the error which has the input of the network controller.
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Figure 1. ANN Architecture

2.3. Training
As I mentioned earlier, we need to train the neural network to approximate the function
we need it to accomplish. We need to create a set of input-output that would be the main
reaction we want the neural network to have.
Choosing the right input-output to train a neural network is probably the trickiest part of
all. I had to train the network with a set of input-output, see how it reacted in an environment,
and modify the entries as needed. Depending on how we train the network, the vehicle can
hesitate in some situations and get immobilized.
We make a table (Table 1) with different arrangements of obstacle relative to the
vehicle, velocity and the desired reaction from the UV.

Table 1. ANN situations
Input Neurons
Relative to obstacle and velocity
obstacle
No obstacle
No obstacle

Velocity

Antecedent

Output Neurons Relative to velocity
Acceleration

Full Acceleration

Full Acceleration

Low Acceleration

Accelerate

Donkey

Full Acceleration

Distance donkey is D

Slow down

Traffics lights

Full Acceleration

Color traffic lights is Green

Slow down

Traffics lights

Full Acceleration

Color traffic lights is Red

Stop

Full Acceleration

Our vehicle speed is greater
than the vehicle on the road

Full Acceleration

Full Acceleration

Speed of your vehicle is
smaller than that of vehicle in
road

Full Acceleration

Vehicle

Vehicle

Consequent
No Action

Change of position
and exceeding
No Action

3. Simulatio Result and Discussion
To show the contribution of the control by ANN, simulation was approved on an
unmanned vehicle. Figure 2 shows the path followed by the UV controlled by the proposed ANN
including obstacles described in the above sections.
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Figure 2. Learning about this sample reference path

Figure 3. The path found by RNA

Figure 4. The error between the reference path and the path calculated
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As we can see from Figure 2 and Figure 3 the path obtained from simulation setup is
more close to the reference path which validates the proposed method. The function of the
Speed Controller subsystem control is to achieve the desired speed that is to say the increase
and decrease in speed on the road and especially in front of obstacles, so the accelerator
control. Figure 7 shows the variation of the UV speed in function of obstacles come across the
road.

Figure 5. Generation of rules

Figure 6. The obstacles Maneuver with UV

Figure 7. Vehicle speed variations at obstacles

From the above figure, it can be seen that the UV can indeed avoid obstacles and reach
the targets. To verify the feasibility of proposed method Table 2 shows results of neural network
controller.
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Table 2. The values of statistical results
Datasets
Rate accuracy (%)
Set X
Set Y

Statistical results
Total classification Accuracy (%)
97.63
98.86

98.24

Therefore, it can be concluded that the ANN controller have a good potential to effect
fast response to obstacles and reduce errors.

4. Conclusion
Using a neural network with back propagation works well for our purposes, but there are
some problems once implemented and tested. Some improvement or modification can be done
to either make the program more reliable or to adapt it to other situations.
ANN architecture has demonstrated a good performance in modeling the trajectory of
an Unmanned Vehicle. This pre processing feature allows ANN to converge faster and better.
Through experimental tests, it is found that the proposed system is a powerful tool for controlling
non linear dynamical systems.
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